Subaru wiring harness swap

What is this counter counting? The entire engine circuit is left as Subaru intended in all
harnesses converted bu RJES, so converted harnesses have the following features:. We pride
ourselves on the standard of our wiring work. The objective is to end up with an near OEM
quality wiring harness for youe Subaru conversion. All required Subaru harness features will be
retained. Outputs will be modified to interface with the VW instruments if required. Any non
required features typically other circuits which interfaced with the engine ECU in the Subaru will
be insulated and identified in the harness near the ECU, and hidden in the conduit, just in case
they should ever be needed. They are almost always wired differently to European, US and
Australian models. Some are quite similar to non Japanese equivalents, but without a diagram it
can be difficult or near impossible to finish the wiring conversion work off. It is not uncommon
to spend a day on the internet trying to find a wiring diagram for a JDM Subaru in English, and
to find nothing. All our wiring work is done assuming the harness you have supplied is non JDM
unless you state otherwise. Not sure about later ones. Wiring Harness Features Check List:. If
you are shopping around considering using another supplier to carry out your wiring harness
conversion work, you may want to check that what you will get back includes the following:.
Don't accept that any of the above 'can't be kept' in a VW conversion, etc as an answer, as this
is simply not correct. All of the above can be retained in any VW conversion using any Subaru
engine, and the first three definitely should be. Without them the job has not been done
correctly. All of the above are retained in all harnesses converted by RJES. See the Microsoft
Office Web site for more information. These must have at least mm of wire attached. Also
include the low coolant level sensor wire and connector, unless you want to wire it back up
yourself, or don't intend to use it. If you are unsure about how to copy and paste the table into
an e-mail, please click how to paste table into an e-mail. Alternatively you can download the file
and open it with Excel, then save and return it by e-mail. Where each modified wire is connected
to is double checked before dispatch. Note that you will have incurred some cost by the time
such a fault is diagnosed. Most will, but mismatches are common, often because the diagram is
for a car sold into a different market, etc. For this reason, Subaru colour codes in general can
not be relied upon unless you know you have an exact match between the car and the diagram.
For this reason, where wires have had to be extended, etc, a wire of the same rating with any
colour will have been used. Inventors of the Subaru - VW conversion bell housing using Subaru
flywheel, clutch and starter. You are visitor number:. Thank you. The instructions are
customised to suit your specific harness if required. Harness as Removed from the Subaru As a
result we are able to offer a number of different wiring harness services. Here is a short list of
the key items:. In some cases we can provide the complete Subaru harness or do a harness
swap if you are in a rush,. We have repaired harnesses where a No start situation had occurred.
In other cases we have either just completed a harness or extended it to place the ECU in a
different location. Sample harness 2 below is one that was repaired and extended for under rear
seat placement. There are a number of items to be considered when you start your harness
conversion. Moved EJ22s to driver side in Vanagon reversed engine harness - makes for neat
short harness. Sample repaired harness ,. Repaired under rear seat harness ,. All of our
harnesses include the following features:. This document is also used to check and confirm the
harness before shipping. If this harness conversion is of interest, - just e-mail us and we will
forward you the specification document for you to review, discuss and return to us. NOTE: Use
these ideas at you own risk - no warranty or guarantee implied or included. Here is a short list of
the key items: - complete harness conversion for EJ22 90 to 96, EG33 92 to 97, and 95 to 04
EJ25 engines. In some cases we can provide the complete Subaru harness or do a harness
swap if you are in a rush, - EJ22 harness testing and repair - if you have run into wiring
problems. Under Rear seat - per VW stock 86 and up - inside van out of the elements. Under
Westy rear cabinet. On passenger side of engine bay - keeps heater hose connections short.
This does not apply to the later model Subarus where the Igniter and coil are one unit. You can
modify your 86 and up tachometer to work off the ECU tach signal. This ensure consistent and
accurate wiring. KEP suggested - behind passenger side tail light not recommended. Stock
Subaru location on passenger side 90 to 94 EJ22 in Vanagon. Stock Vanagon location. You can
cut yours from the harness in your vanagon and send them to us,. Or we can supply a new
round 7 pin connector or the flat 2 pin connectors used on Subaru ECU tach signal will drive
Vanagon tachs up to and including Wiring and connector for after market gauges? Skip to main
content of over 2, results for "subaru wire harness". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for subaru wire
harness. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Metra 93 94 Subaru Impreza Vehicle Harness. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to

filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. A couple notes - This article was
written many many years ago. For a slightly updated but still years old video series on the
subject check out this YouTube series: Wiring Harness Conversion Playlist. We would like to
propose that although wires are sometimes intimidating, this step in the conversion process
does not have to be a stressful one. First of all, this step does not take as long as you would
expect and if you work indoors you may not even break a sweat. For me, this is the relaxing and
mentally engaging part of the conversion. Find a table, a room in your house, a cup of coffee,
and breathe deep â€¦. So, you are faced with the question of which year Subaru engine to use.
There are pros and cons to both systems, so you will have to decide for yourself. The following
article uses a wiring harness and engine for the example. Obviously, the wire harness
conversion will take everyone different amounts of time. If you have soldered wires before, then
this should be a breeze and may only take you 16 hours total. As a wiring newbie I would not
attempt an entire wire harness conversion in two days. But if you are in a hurry, it can be done.
The bulk of the work is in unwrapping and re-wrapping the wires. I decided to spread the work
over the course of a week spending only a couple hours each day. So, my estimate for an entire
harness conversion is that it may take you approximately 16 hours. Learning how to solder is
easy as you will see in the video below. Wire cutters. Electrical tape. Solder make sure it is
proper size for electronics. Flux for solder. Soldering iron. Heat-shrink rubber tubing for
electrical wires. A 15 amp and 30 amp fuse holder and fuses Local auto parts store. Steps for
Legacy Wire Harness Conversion. Note: Refer to the attached document to see an ECU pinout
for the wire harness. Be careful not to cut any wires by accident. Label the following connectors
with masking tape and make sure you do not cut the wires attached to these components. After
you have labeled the necessary connectors, you may now cut and remove the unnecessary
connectors, but do not cut connectors that have wires going in one side and out the other at
this time. Try to leave 2 inches of wire on the connectors so that if you mistakenly cut the wrong
one, you can solder it back in place. The clean table with nothing but the KEP wiring diagram
covered in clear plastic awaiting the heap of wire harness to fall onto the table. The Subaru wire
harness ready to be trimmed down to the essentials. Get some scissors, some masking tape,
and a sharpie to label the needed connectors. Label the alternator leg of the harness so you
don't lose track. These three bundled connectors go to the rear of the motor and are for the cam
and knock sensors. Being a harness, there is just a single O2 sensor, and this is the connector.
The Ignitor connector looks similar to the MAF connector but has 6 pins. Only 5 wires are used.
The MAF uses a 5 pin connector. The Select Monitor and Black Diagnostic connectors. The
green Check Engine connectors used to diagnose engine trouble codes. The brown Double
Diode connector. DON'T cut out, very necessary. The two big grey engine plugs the connect to
the engine harness that lives under the intake manifold. Double Check this list of necessary
connectors and make sure you have each one labeled:. Ignition Relay Brown. Fuel Pump Relay
Green. O2 Sensor. Engine connectors 2 square grey connectors in group. Alternator 1
connector, and two large white leads. Ignitor 6 Pin. Rear engine 3 grey connectors. ECU
connectors 4 bright yellow. Brown Double Diode. Green diagnostic connectors. Select Monitor
and Black diagnostic connectors. Large grey connector with bolt through it save for now. Here
are a few of the connectors we do not need:. There is a great method to this madness. Now that
you have quite a few cut wires, take a loose end of a cut wire and follow it until you find where it
ends. There are only 4 possible endings:. This step can go pretty quickly and I find it fun
because you can quickly see the harness shrink in number of wires. Cut at blue connector and
label "To Fuel Pump". In the harness there is a giant grey connector that can be removed.
Solder one wire at a time. The harness in its rough form but none of the cut wires have been
spliced and soldered. After a few hours of splicing you have a rough idea of what the harness is
going to look like finished. The harness in a good state for testing. Don't wrap it completely until
you've tested it in the Van - you may need to redo some things! This picture shows the
completed harness. All that is missing is a bit of plastic wire loom on the rear engine
connectors and a little more that goes to the MAF. On the harness there are 3 wires in the

connector and a large white wire that goes to the post on the alternator. Pictured below is an
illustration for a 95' alternator but the idea is very similar. The wiring harness can be a great joy
if you don't let yourself bend to intimidation. This is a very rewarding part of the process and
allows you to be intimate with the guts of the Subaru engine swap. Subaru inspection 2A.
Remove Donor Engine 2B. Remove Wiring Harness 3. Wiring Harness 4. Remove Vanagon
Engine 5. Subaru Engine Prep 6A. Install Subaru Engine 6B. Install Subaru Engine 7. Final
Elements Aircooled Vanagon. You'll send us the body wiring harnesses from your car and the
car that matches the engine you plan to use. Build Have a question about your build? Looking
for custom work? Want to know more about pricing for your project? Contact Us! Our pricing is
based on putting the below engines into the following chassis:. Engines We Wire:. Standard
turnaround time is subject to change based on the volume of rush fees, but weeks can be
expected for non rushed orders. Please let us know your project time frame and we will do our
best to work with you. All of our Harnesses are Quality Checked before being shipped and are
covered by our Lifetime Warranty. Click here for full warranty. Click here for more details.
Inquire about package deals. Transmission Adapters. Rear O2 Sensor Adapters. Injector
Adapters. Vehicle Speed Sensor Adapters. Subaru Harness Merging. Harness Pictures and
Reviews. All Customer Reviews. Harness Merge Pricing. Our pricing is based on putting the
below engines into the following chassis: Impreza, Legacy, Forester, or Baja. Turn Around Time.
Recommended Accessories. Item added to cart. You remove the wiring harness from a donor
vehicle, ship to us, and we return the modified harness ready for connection into your project
chassis - Instructions and labels provided. What does the engine management harness
conversion include? We remove the unnecessary wiring, splice, bench test, wrap, and label the
harness for installation. A complete set of instructions is included. I've never pulled a wiring
harness, how do I do this? Some models turbo and 6cyl have a fuel pump controller that you
will want to keep as well. This is optional and these DTC's don't affect performance of your
engine although it is a good way to "clean up" your install and make your Malfunction Indicator
Lamp MIL more useful as it w
2003 ford focus zx3 engine
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on't constantly be on and will only trigger when a critical DTC is triggered. If you're unsure
whether your harness is JDM then just send an email and we'll get you sorted. Subaru
inspection 2A. Remove Donor Engine 2B. Remove Wiring Harness 3. Wiring Harness 4. Remove
Vanagon Engine 5. Subaru Engine Prep 6A. Install Subaru Engine 6B. Install Subaru Engine 7.
Final Elements Aircooled Vanagon. Subaru Harness Conversion - ship us your wiring. Previous
Harness Customer? Add Code Killer? Remove harness and trim it down to save on shipping
optional - use the connector guide: Harness Connectors Print and include in box: Harness Info
Sheet Ship to us for conversion. Which years do you recommend? How long does the wiring
harness conversion take? What wiring harness items do I need to pull from the donor car? The
wiring harness continues to the back of the donor car, do I need this? You can cut the wiring
that leads to the rear of the car. What is a Code Killer? What about Cruise Control and AC?

